
Big Ideas

domain/range

Identify families of functions (polynomial, rational, exponential, logarithmic, 

trigonometric, absolute value, radical, piece-wise)  represented by graphs, 

tables, equations, and data

1 to 1 functions

determine the transformation on the parent function given any equation, table, 

graph or data

composition note restrictions on domain and range

inverse find compositions of functions

piece-wise functions use compositions to prove functions are inverses

find inverse functions

use inverse operations to solve equations

graph and compare a function and its inverse

*Determine the inverse of a function (when it exists)

exponent rules simplify and evaluate exponential expressions

algebraic expressions simplify and evaluate algebraic expressions

complex numbers Identify how real numbers fit within the classification of the complex number system 

number types perform operations on complex numbers

conjugates rationalize expressions with radicals in the denominator

perform operations on radicals and simplify

linear programming apply and solve systems in real world problems

absolute value graphically represent solutions to absolute value equations

compound inequalities express solutions using interval and set notation

systems * solve systems using matrices

quadratic regression factor polynomial expressions

fundamental theorem of algebra

asymptotes

end behavior find end behavior of polynomial expressions

+ rational root theorem

exponential growth/decay

laws of logarithms

expand and condense logarithmic expressions

law of sine

law of cosine

inverses graph trigonometric functions 

special right triangles use laws of sine and cosine to solve application problems

radians use special right triangle ratios to solve problems

convert between degrees and radians

solve for unknown measures in triangles using inverse trig functions

*Denotes material covered in Honors Algebra II Only

Multiple Representations

OVERARCHING MATHEMATICAL PROCESSES

(incorporated throughout the curriculum)

Connections

Communication

Problem Solving

Reasoning

How can you analyze and 

apply exponential and 

logarithmic functions using 

verbal, numeric, algebraic 

and graphical 

representations?

use interval and set notation to represent domain and range

Polynomial and 

Rational Functions

use discriminant to evaluate nature and type of roots

use quadratic regression to model real world problems

*use rational root theorem to help find roots of higher degree polynomials

find local and absolute extrema

local and absolute extrema

How can you analyze and 

apply quadratic functions, 

higher order polynomials and 

rational functions using 

verbal, numeric, algebraic 

and graphical 

representations?

Curriculum Map for Algebra II
Essential Questions Concepts Skills

How do you simplify and 

evaluate algebraic 

expressions involving real 

and complex numbers? 

Equations and 

Inequalities

How do you solve and apply 

equations and inequalities?

Operations and 

Expressions

Functions

Trigonometric 

Functions

How do you apply right 

triangle trigonometry to solve 

problems?

evaluate the 6 trigonometric functions noting restrictions on domain and range

use laws of logarithms and exponents to simplify and evaluate expressions and solve 

equations

apply exponential growth and decay to real world problems

What are the behaviors and 

characteristics within each of 

the families of functions?

solve quadratics and higher degree polynomials by factoring, completing the square, 

graphing, and using quadratic formula

use synthetic substitution and division and long division to solve polynomial expressions

solve quadratic and absolute value inequalities

Exponential and 

Logarithmic Functions


